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In times of thieves

Anders Alme is the star broker at Barentz Securities, a brokerage house in Oslo. One
day, Alme gets a visit from two Icelanders. They want him to find investment capital
for a gilt-edged prospect on Greenland. A mining company called Greenland Minerals
has found a huge quantity of uranium and of so called rare earth minerals in an obscure
area on Greenland. In order to start the mining production, they need 250 million
Euros, and they want Anders Alme to find the money.

Anders immediately sees the potential of the prospect and involves his friend Lars
Lande, one of sharpest business journalists in Norway. Anders wants Lars to join him
and invest a million Euros of their private savings in Greenland Minerals with a
prospect of a return on investment of 25 million Euros. In other words, Anders wants
his friend to take the risk so they both may end up stinking rich. Lars is tempted and is
persuaded by Anders to travel to Cyprus and open a nominee company.

Soon they are both caught in trouble well above their wallets. Lars is contacted by an
anonymous source, “Deep throat”. He informs Lars on shady business in Norway’s oil
fund. Lars gets on the trail of the fund’s secret connections with the Russian mafia.
”Deep throat” leads Lars Lande to Moscow and later to Greenland. It soon turns nasty.

Odd Harald Hauge

Odd Harald Hauge is an adventurer, an entrepreneur and
an author. He has worked as a business journalist and as
chief editor for business at Aftenposten. Hauge has also
been a stockbroker. In 1996 he founded Nettavisen, one of
the world’s first ”internet only” newspapers. Hauge has
started many companies, both as investor and
entrepreneur.

Hauge has published several non-fiction books, two of them on moguls within
shipping, Fred. Olsen and John Fredriksen. Hauge has also written books based on his
many adventures and expeditions to The South Pole, Mount Everest and the crossing
of Greenland.

He lives in Oslo with his wife Kristin. Whenever he finds free time, he offers guiding
into the icy wilderness of Spitsbergen, a gift for anyone attracted to extreme
adventures.
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